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Colophon 

This document reports on the process entitled „Singing and New Policy Tune: Towards a (re) foundation of Dutch 

development assistance policies‟ as organised by MDF, Vice Versa and the institute of Social Studies (ISS) within the 

framework of the Development Policy Review Network (DPRN). With the aim being to stimulate informed debate and 

a discussion of issues related to the formulation and implementation of (Dutch) development policies, DPRN creates 

opportunities to promote an open exchange and dialogue between scientists, policymakers, development 

practitioners and the business sector in the Netherlands. For more information see www.DPRN.nl and www.global-

connections.nl. 

http://www.dprn.nl/
http://www.global-connections.nl/
http://www.global-connections.nl/
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Report on „Singing a New Policy Tune 

Compiled by: Louke Koopmans (MDF), Hans Rijneveld (MDF), Arjan de Haan 

(ISS) 

Period:  January 2009 – June 2010  

Responsible organisations:  MDF Training & Consultancy, Vice Versa, Institute of Social 

Studies 

Introduction 

MDF Training & Consultancy BV (MDF), Vice Versa and the Institute of Social Studies (ISS) 

organised the trajectory „Singing and New Policy Tune' (SNPT) as part two of a Development 

theories – Development policies – Architecture of the development/international cooperation 

(DC/IC) sector triptych. Part 1 of this triptych, the conference „Understanding Development 

Better‟, which was also carried out in within the framework of the Development Policy Review 

Network (DPRN), took place in August 2008. Part 3 was taken up by the DPRN Task Force in 

the „Structure Follows Strategy‟ process. This document reports on part 2, Singing a New 

Policy Tune (SNPT), which aimed to verify the extent to which current DGIS development 

assistance policies are rooted in, or related to, development theories and based on empirical 

evidence.  

To this end the SNPT process followed two tracks. The first track consisted of a series of 

debates with DC/IC professionals on a number of spearheads of the Dutch development 

assistance policies, based on Minister Koenders‟ modernisation agenda and issues raised in 

the report of the Scientific Council for Government Policy entitled „Less Pretension, More 

Ambition. Development policy in times of globalization‟ (commonly referred to as „the WRR 

report‟). The second track aimed to contribute to a better formulation of what was called a 

„Policy theory‟; the whole of (implicit) assumptions, axioms, values and norms underlying 

Dutch development policy. In order to connect the SNTP process with the results of the 

„Understanding development better‟ conference, MDF staff had elaborated the paper entitled 

Een Wereld van verschil – Een zaak van iedereen; Ontwikkelingssamenwerkingsbeleid van 

Pronk tot Koenders1 (A world of difference – Everyone‟s concern – Development policy from 

Pronk to Koenders – Appendix 3). 

This report describes the background and main aims of the SNPT trajectory, the activities 

realised, and the outcome of the discussions of each meeting. It also reflects on the process 

and its results and how it has contributed to the DPRN objectives. After presenting the most 

important reactions and evaluation results it finalises with a provisional plan for follow up. 

                                                

1 See http://www.dprn.nl/publications/udb/paper.pdf 

http://www.dprn.nl/publications/udb/paper.pdf
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Background to the theme 

When former Minister Koenders presented his agenda for modernisation of Dutch 

development policies in a speech delivered at the University of Amsterdam on 8 November 

2008, he stated that innovation starts with a critical debate on preventing simplification and 

cynicism. This debate has to focus on the effectiveness of policies in terms of long-term 

change processes and impact and result in better founded policies based on a clear analysis 

of problems, on our perceived added value as regards solving or mitigating these problems 

and on a solid description of the baseline situation („quality at entry‟ in the words of 

Koenders). This also means there has to be a clear analysis of the hypotheses and 

assumptions underlying policies, a critical reflection on the available instruments for making 

a high quality baseline, and a subsequent implementation of these policies. 
 

Based on these ideas, the SNTP process followed two tracks. Track 1 encompassed a series 

of well-informed and well-documented debates among practitioners, scientists/academics, 

policymakers and the corporate sector on the most relevant themes of Dutch and 

international development policies. The objectives of these debates were the following:  

- To discuss current thematic policy domains of the Ministry of Foreign affairs (to be 

presented by DGIS staff); 

- To discuss the functioning and capacity of different implementation channels 

(multilateral, bilateral, civilateral, private) and the mix of channels that would be most 

suitable for the optimal implementation of the various thematic policy domain. 

- To consider the importance of our own citizens‟ behaviour in relation to a more equitable 

and sustainable world. 

The aims of Track 2 were: 

-  To revitalise the efforts of academics and policymakers (DGIS in particular) as regards 

formulating policies in a more systematic and thorough way, based on evidence and 

commonly accepted development theories instead of political preferences and priorities.  

-  To make explicit the values, norms, axioms and assumptions underlying our development 

assistance and/or international co-operation policies.  

For practical purposes we assumed that a policy theory describes the relationship between 

(1) context/problems and assumptions, (2) policy goals, instruments and institutions and (3) 

outcomes (planned and unintended), with (4) evaluation as the instrument to revise policy. 

We did not restrict ourselves to a „policy cycle‟ approach, but tried to capture the 

policymaking process in its wider social and historical contexts, and to clarify how policy is 

given meaning by its stakeholders.  

The idea was to continue improving the 2006 DGIS document entitled „De broncodes van OS‟ 

(The source codes of DC), which was a reflection of DGIS‟ efforts to formulate a 

comprehensive, coherent and theoretically justified foundation of its own development 

policies. The original source code focused primarily on poverty alleviation and not so much 

on the entire spectrum of international cooperation. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was 

interested in the question of what policy changes are needed to shift from Development 
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Cooperation to International Cooperation. This transition process has already been going on 

for quite a few years now and is considered necessary, valuable and unavoidable in a rapidly 

globalising world that is becoming increasingly complex. Within the framework of the 

process, the focus was on the formulation of a policy theory: the implicit theories, axioms, 

assumptions, values and norms underlying Dutch development assistance policies. Although 

rather ambitious, it was felt that such a policy theory would help improve the quality of 

future policymaking in International Development Cooperation in the Netherlands. This led 

to the SNPT process being assigned the subtitle; „Towards a (re) foundation of Dutch 

development assistance policies‟. 

Activities realised  

The core of the SNPT trajectory were the informed debates, preceded by preparatory 

activities: 

1. A literature review relevant for an understanding of the foundations of development 

policy and for the creation of a common basis for the debates. This included a review 

and summary of the input during the first part of the DPRN project and preceding 

activities. 

2. The writing of two papers by Frans Bieckmann (editor of The Broker and SNTP process 

facilitator): „De Broncode revisited‟ („The source code revisited‟) and 'Naar een 

Onderbouwd IS Beleid' („Towards a substantiated policy‟) (see links in Appendix 3).  

3. Information for the public, the promotion of public debates and thematic meetings: 

- Publications in Vice Versa;  

- Development of the: www.singinganewpolicytune.nl website with programme, online 

registration, background documents, reports of the meetings and information about 

logistics; 

- Announcements on network sites/ organisations: DPRN, OneWorld, Euphoric, KIT, 

Partos, Internationale Samenwerking, Lokaal Mondiaal, Jong OS, 1% club, COS, MVO, 

Wilde Ganzen, Hivos, Oikos, ISS, MDF and environmental organisations, and through 

the use of social media: LinkedIn group & promotion and twitter;  

4. Organisation of meetings2: 

- Pick your Brains (10 September 2009) 

- Kick-off conference (1-2 October 2009) 

- How to lift the IC/DC debate to a higher level? (22 April 2010) 

- Governance in fragile states (4 May 2010) 

- Sustainability and global citizenship (30 June 2010) 

 

The meeting programmes can be found in Appendix 1. The number of participants ranged 

from 30 to 97 (Appendix 2). Various well-known speakers were invited to take part in the 

panel discussions, give a speech, and facilitate and/or open or close the meetings. Three 

                                                

2
 Originally, seven meetings were scheduled, but the ones on „Economic growth, distribution & 

equality‟ and „Climate change and poverty‟ had to be cancelled due to lack of interest among speakers 

and potential participants. 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/
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authors (Seth Kaplan, Karel van Kesteren and Joyeeta Gupta) were invited to set a framework 

for the seminars.  

 

Results 

Explorative meetings (Singing a New Policy Tune Track 1 and 2) 

Pick your Brains - 10 September 2009 

The aim of this first meeting was to collect input for the objectives of the SNPT trajectory. 

Forty DC professionals were invited to discuss the five themes of Minister Koender‟s 

modernisation agenda in small groups.3 Discussions during the „Pick your Brains‟ meeting 

were based on reflection and questions raised in two draft papers compiled by Frans 

Bieckmann (Appendix 3). The first paper „Naar een onderbouwd IS beleid‟ („Towards a 

substantiated IC policy‟) focuses on how policies are formulated (the theory on formulating 

policies and not, therefore, the policy theory) and presents the main questions to be 

addressed during the SNPT trajectory. The second paper entitled „The source code revisited‟ 

focuses on the foundations and hypotheses underlying current DC policies and the 

requirements in terms of policy changes for a transition towards IC policies. After the „Pick 

your Brains‟ meeting, the papers were revised and fine-tuned for the public Kick-off 

Conference in October (see below). 

The following questions were discussed in connection with each of the themes:  

1.  What fundamental steps are needed (in policies and as regards collaboration in the 

broader sector) to shift from DC towards IC?  

2. What needs to be included in a future IC policy for the specific policy domain?  

3.  What are your suggestions in terms of participants, methods and depth of discussion for 

both tracks in the SNPT trajectory (i.e. the thematic meetings and the track on IC policy 

theory)?  

The results of these discussions (in Dutch) can be found in the report of 10 September 2009 

(www.singingapolicytune.nl). 

Kick-off Conference - 1 and 2 October 2009  

The public Kick-off Conference was based on the outcomes of the „Pick your Brains‟ meeting 

and was targeted at a much wider audience. The meeting focused mainly on the underlying 

assumptions, axioms and norms of current development cooperation policies, and the 

implications of a possible shift from development cooperation with its focus on poverty 

alleviation to a much wider agenda of international cooperation. Unfortunately the 

discussion about essential elements of Dutch development assistance policies remained 

somewhat superficial. Background information and policy papers were provided to the 

                                                

3 The five themes were (i) Fragile states, peace and safety, (ii) Gender (Sexual and Reproductive Health 

and Rights, (iii) Governance and corruption, (iv) Sustainability, climate and energy, and (v) Economic 

growth, distribution and sustainability. 
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participants prior to the meeting, but in practice only a minority had found time to read 

them. In addition there was not enough time for in-depth discussions. As a result, the 

debate did not achieve the depth the organisers had hoped for.  

During the plenary discussions on day 1, participants were introduced to (a) what it takes to 

formulate policies in a theoretically justifiable and accountable way; (b) the present 

foundations of Dutch development policies and (c) the significance of the transition from 

development assistance to international cooperation. This created a common base for five 

thematic workshops on the second day on the same themes that were discussed in the Pick 

Your Brains sessions. During the thematic workshops DGIS staff presented current sectoral 

and thematic policies and discussed this with the audience. However, these presentations 

insufficiently revealed the underlying assumptions and policy changes needed for the 

transition from DC to IC. Rather than the foundations of these policies, discussions focussed 

on the shortcomings of current policies. 

The results of the discussions in the working groups and the plenary discussion can be 

found on [link] (in Dutch).  

Seminars (Singing a New Policy Tune Track 1) 

Governance in fragile states - 4 May 2010  

Mr Seth Kaplan, author of „Fixing Fragile States: A New Paradigm for Development‟ (Praeger, 

2008), was invited to elaborate on his views on state building in fragile states and how the 

different aid channels intervene in these states. After this introduction, four panel members 

gave their views on how the different aid channels (multilateral, „civilateral‟, bilateral and 

private) intervene in fragile states and affect governance. In the afternoon, the working 

groups started drawing up an inventory of the strengths and weaknesses of the channels in 

two countries: Afghanistan and Sudan. An analysis and discussion of the different opinions 

was followed by a debate on the possible synergy between the channels and how their 

efforts could be better harmonised, keeping in mind the lessons shared by Seth Kaplan and 

the panel members. This discussion evolved around two central questions: 

1.  What mix of channels could work for specific interventions in a particular setting?  

2.  What does the shift from DC towards IC mean for the selection and synergy between aid 

channels? 

Firstly, it is essential that global issues are addressed by the international community 

(multilateral level), although shifting towards IC does not mean that we have to focus on the 

macro level only. On the contrary, there is need to focus on the micro level with a long-term 

context-specific view. Seth Kaplan mentioned the term „the art of modelling through‟, which 

means that actors need to consider working in a context-specific way which takes account of 

the fact that there are no clear-cut answers, there are different interests, that one has to 

work with existing means and resources, that solutions cannot be enforced and that working 

against existing values is not an option.  

Secondly, participants indicated the need to consider national policies and cultural, social- 

and economic context of countries. This review can provide valuable input for Dutch IC 
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strategies and policies (work bottom-up). Participants suggested that aid policies are 

inefficient (in the Netherlands and in fragile states) and that aid might not work due to other 

(non-aid related) policies and agendas of governments in the North and South. Participants 

also proposed that stakeholders from different channels should be stimulated to work in 

fragile states because the variety of approaches may mean a change for fragile states (e.g. 

private sector and civil society organisations work differently). 

Thirdly, the working groups concluded that there is a need for channel coordination 

(internationally and nationally) and more interaction between specialists from all channels, to 

be realised through frequent dialogues and working groups. Moreover, more time and 

funding is needed for research and knowledge creation on fragile states in order to make 

informed choices for a particular aid channel or channel mix.  

For the full seminar report see: 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/publications/20100504-seminar-report 

Sustainability and global citizenship - 30 June 2010 

Among other things the meetings in 2009 revealed that the aim of a more peaceful, 

sustainable and equitable world could only be reached if citizens in rich countries are willing 

to adjust their behaviour as consumers. To this end these citizens should be made more 

aware of Dutch development assistance policies and be convinced that they need to 

contribute. Minister Koenders calls this „Global Citizenship'. As DGIS had recently published 

a new policy document on „citizenship‟, there was a lot of interest in the DC/IC sector in this 

subject. For that reason, the final seminar focused mainly on behavioural changes of citizens 

needed in richer countries.  

Mr Peter van Lieshout (WRR) was invited to review current DC and explain what changes are 

needed to make it more effective. Mr Van Kesteren gave a presentation on his book „Verloren 

in Wanorde‟ (Lost in disorder) and reflected on the needs and possibilities as regards making 

financial contributions by Western donors more effective, given that this is crucial for 

maintaining public support for Dutch efforts which are aimed at achieving a more equitable 

international world order.  

Two crucial questions were raised during the seminar:  

1. How can Dutch citizens be motivated to behave as global citizens (be committed and take 

responsibility) and raise public support to that end?  

2. How can synergy and common ground be created between Dutch policies and actors 

working in the DC/IC sector for maximum public support?  

Nine panel members participated in an interactive discussion of the first question about 

public support, about what is currently being done, and what is effective. The coordination 

and synergy component was discussed in smaller groups, with the aim being to create eye-

openers on how to proceed with public support-raising activities and coordination. 

The main conclusion of this seminar was that global issues cannot be solved without the 

active commitment of citizens in the North and that, in addition to NGOs, the Dutch 

government also needs to make a greater effort to ensure the general public realise how 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/publications/20100504-seminar-report
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important their role and consumer behaviour is in striving for a better, more equitable and 

more sustainable world. These efforts should, however, not be restricted to Dutch citizens 

but also be addressed to the corporate and public sector. All three sectors should adapt their 

behaviour in order to transform and maintain the Earth as a pleasant place to live on, for 

present and future generations. The issue of sustainability should therefore become a 

genuine political priority but then not only on paper and not only in times of economic 

prosperity. All societal sectors should be made more aware of this and therefore intensify 

collaboration and interaction. Consequently, the entire Dutch government system, from 

municipalities to ministries and central government agencies, should play a role in this 

awareness-raising process with the DC/IC sector playing a pro-active and front runner‟s 

role.  

The question then is how to achieve a proper balance between a centralised approach that is 

supposed to avoid fragmentation and inefficiency and an approach that does justice to the 

perhaps more effective „let 1,000 flowers blossom‟ principle. Participants agreed that 

diversity is important, but that „the weed has to be separated from the 1,000 flowers‟. Self-

reflection on the part of practitioners and attempts to align and merge with similar-minded 

actors should therefore come from within the sector and not be imposed by the ministry. In 

order to reach Dutch citizens better, a specific approach for each target group (activities to 

promote global citizenship) should be developed. The important role that the private sector 

is already playing in this (fair trade products in supermarkets for instance) is increasingly 

being recognised and it is essential that private sector involvement in initiatives by the DC/IC 

sector are enhanced. Last, but not least, due attention should be paid to new technologies 

and the important role social media can play in promoting global citizenship. 

The full seminar report in Dutch can be found at: 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/publications/20100630-seminar-report 

 

Expert discussions on DC/IC and policy theory (DPRN Singing a New Policy Tune Track 2) 

Following a series of public debates which were intended to inform the formulation of a new 

policy theory4, and inspired by the publication of the WRR report, the ISS hosted a meeting 

on 22 April 2010 that focused on the question: How can we move the DC/IC debate to a 

higher level, taking account of the fact that differences in opinions on goals and instruments 

for international development continue to exist? Using a fish-bowl format, 30 experts 

discussed how to promote global public goods, new bilateral approaches, the preconditions 

for a new style of international cooperation, and the renewed need for knowledge for 

development. This highlighted a great deal of agreement on the issue of this debate needing 

to have a stronger political dimension, and to be expanded beyond the current horizons and 

groups of interested parties. 

The meeting was part of Track 2 of the SNPT trajectory, which focused more explicitly on the 

formulation of a policy theory. The results of the track clearly indicated that a formulation or 

even a reformulation of a so-called policy theory is extremely difficult, complicated, time-

                                                

4 Meetings in September and October 2009. 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/publications/20100630-seminar-report
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consuming and requires a rather different approach. The main result of this track is perhaps 

that all stakeholders clearly realise these difficulties, might have become less ambitious and 

more realistic and will not start another revitalisation without seriously considering a more 

suitable approach. Despite these difficulties, a draft policy note was written entitled 

„Towards a Theory of (Dutch) Development Policy‟.  

The results in relation to the transition from DC to IC are more tangible, although the main 

conclusion is that a lot more needs to be done to integrate DC adequately into IC policies. 

The main observations are detailed below. 

Firstly, common policies of DGIS and even the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are relevant, but 

too narrow for a genuine and comprehensive IC policy. The IC themes should be broader and 

incorporate global issues (e.g. a focus on „climate change‟ could integrate issues related to 

population growth and global public goods and vice versa) and involve stakeholders from 

other ministries and agencies that focus on global issues such as environment, climate, 

trade and migration. Participants suggested that Development Cooperation (DC) should be 

an important part of IC agenda and that a new minister should be made responsible for the 

entire IC agenda and not only for the DC agenda. The main challenge for the next minister is 

how to link existing and new policies with global issues. The agenda points for DC and IC 

were, however, not made explicit (e.g. does IC include NATO policies?). It was clear, however, 

that IC policies should include a critical review of the role, behaviour and responsibilities of 

developed countries in terms of trade policies, (im)migration policies, environmental and 

pollution impacts of their economic growth policies and the impact of their consumption 

levels on the world‟s natural resources.  

Secondly, the working groups discussed the assumption that shifting towards IC will only be 

effective if actors in development cooperation work in a context-specific way (i.e. devise 

country-specific strategies) in order to cope with differences between developing countries. 

E.g. for fragile states the international development aid agenda is too narrow and inflexible. 

The working groups discussed the continuing importance of (budget) support for 

multilateral organisations, but concluded that the Dutch government should keep its own 

choices, focus and policies and use its own expertise when working on the basis of 

internationally agreed policies. The Netherlands should also strive to continue being an 

example and guide for other countries ('gidsland').  

Thirdly, an interactive process between stakeholders (North and South) from the private 

sector, research institutes, civil society and emerging network organisations and politicians 

(consistency with other ministries) is essential to create a broad knowledge base of global 

issues. The DC sector should think „outside the box‟ and shift from traditional assistance 

towards solving „the source of the problems‟. Thus, by formulating the IC policies the 

recipients (South) should be the focal point and policies should be based on the operational 

site (instead on the basis of Dutch axioms). Furthermore, Dutch policies should stimulate 

and enable possibilities for non-traditional DC stakeholders (e.g. the private sector) to shift 

towards IC. 

Fourthly, in line with one of the most important WRR conclusions, participants found that the 

implementation period of current policies is too short: a change is needed towards a 
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„minister proof policy‟. A long-term focus is essential, particularly when shifting towards IC, 

because more time is needed to see whether (sub)sectoral or thematic policies are effective 

or not and because working through multilateral channels takes time. Furthermore, 

problems which have existed for decades cannot be solved within four years.  

Finally, policies should receive more public support, particularly when shifting towards a 

comprehensive IC policy in which our own behaviour as global citizens is required to change. 

The public should understand that working towards such an IC policy also implies benefits 

for the Dutch economy and society and is unavoidable as global issues will affect the 

Netherlands (climate change, migration, financial crisis). For that reason, a balance is needed 

between „solidarity, own interests and global interests'.  

 

For a full seminar report (in Dutch) see: 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/publications/20100422-expert-discussion 

Contribution to the DPRN objectives 

Stimulating informed debate 

The meetings helped to stimulate informed debate among actors in the DC/IC sector: 

- Nedworc published a review of the kick-off conference on their website and sent it to 

their consultants. The findings were also discussed during a Nedworc meeting 

(November 2009); 

- The Worldconnectors published a review of the kick-off conference on their website; 

- Vice Versa published four articles on the SNPT trajectory (Appendix 6). Several people 

responded who did not participate in the SNPT trajectory; 

- Organisations asked their staff to review the meetings and share the report of the 

meeting after participants from different organisations asked the MDF coordinators for 

the PowerPoint presentations of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other documents for 

their internal meetings); 

- Several people asked to be kept informed about the trajectory and its reports; 

- Several networks and participants asked to play a role in following meetings;  

- The process provided an important platform for participants to discuss new insights into 

DC/IC, such as brought forward in the WRR report. 

Involvement of relevant partners 

Since the beginning of the trajectory, MDF consulted DGIS regarding participation in the 

process and discussed the availability of DGIS staff for the meetings with several heads of 

departments. For the „governance and fragile states‟ seminar, Mr Ronald Wormgoor (Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs) was involved in the programme and suggested names for the panel 

members. The University of Maastricht also suggested names for the panel (to add scientists 

to the panel) and was involved in the marketing of the seminar.5  

                                                

5 For the „climate change‟ seminar (which unfortunately had to be cancelled in the end), there was 

active involvement by Ms Jo-ella van Rijn (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) as regards formulating the 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/publications/20100422-expert-discussion
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Furthermore, MDF and the ISS consulted and involved various people from different 

organisations, including WOTRO, Nedworc, Evert Vermeer Stichting, Development Studies 

departments from various universities, climate and conflict networks about keynote 

speakers, professionals who could take part in the panel discussions or give speeches. These 

actors were also interested in attending the meetings and in receiving the reports 

afterwards. The private sector was also involved. Mr Onno Franse (Royal Ahold) and Mr Kees-

Jan Vis (Unilever) formulated crucial questions, suggested panel members from the private 

sector and promoted the meetings. 

 

For the final seminar, various partners active in creating „global citizenship among Dutch 

citizens‟ were approached to make an inventory of the interest among actors, to take part in 

the panel (NCDO, COS, Oikos, Fair Trade, Partos, Ahold) and/or to promote the seminar in 

their networks (Wilde Ganzen, Nationale Jeugdraad, Centres for Development Cooperation 

(COSs), MVO, NCDO, Partos, WOTRO). Mr Lau Schulpen (CIDIN) was actively involved in the 

programme and helped formulate the main discussion questions and added scientific value 

to the discussion. Ms Vanessa Nigten (WRR) was actively involved in formulating questions 

for the working groups and in relation to the WRR report of January 2010. 

 

A total of 229 different people participated in the meetings in connection with this process:6  

- 44 people participated in the „Pick your Brains‟ session of 10 September 2009 

- 62 people participated in the Kick-off Conference of 1 & 2 October 2009  

- 30 people participated in the ISS meeting of 22 April 2010 

- 43 people participated in „Governance in fragile states‟ seminar of 4 May 2010 

- 97 people participated in the „Sustainability and Global Citizenship‟ seminar of 30 June 

2010 

                                                                                                                                                   

meeting objectives and questions for discussion, and approaching keynote speakers and panel 

members. 

6 15 people registered for „Climate change‟ seminar of 15 June 2010 (cancelled). 
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These participants were distributed over the different sectors as follows: 

 Policymakers Scientists NGO staff Private 

sector 

Total 

Abs. % Abs. % Abs. % Abs. % Abs. % 

Pick your brains 15 33 8 17 7 15 16 35 46 100 

Kick off 17 26 13 20 14 22 21 32 65 100 

ISS meeting 4 15 12 44 5 19 6 22 27 100 

Governance in 

fragile states 
7 17 1 2 25 60 9 21 42 100 

Sustainability 

and global 

citizenship 

7 9 8 10 54 67 12 15 81 100 

 

Relevance for policy and practice 

DGIS staff indicated that their awareness of the knowledge base of Dutch professionals had 

increased concerning themes that are also part of formal Dutch development assistance 

policies. However, they had also assumed that professionals working in the sector were 

already duly informed about formal DGIS policies. To their surprise, DGIS staff noticed 

during the meetings that these professionals lack knowledge of formal Dutch policies, 

despite them being aware of the need fore this knowledge. This created mutual 

understanding and DGIS staff started to realise that more should be done not only to 

disseminate their policy papers more effectively but also to (re)formulate these documents in 

consultation with the NGO sector, and that they should adapt their communication strategies 

to that end. 

DGIS staff indicated that they were interested in hearing different opinions of professionals. 

During the meetings they had opportunities to listen to public opinions about the reviews 

and changes needed. For instance, practitioners indicated that they think DGIS should work 

in a more context-specific manner, and that DGIS should make more use of existing 

knowledge networks in the South. At the same time, these practitioners made it clear that 

they would like to know more about the selection of countries and spearhead themes. People 

from the private sector indicated that they need more support, for instance in order to work 

in fragile states. All these discussions provide input for decision making at DGIS and show 

that: 

- the period of policy implementation should be extended beyond the regular four years; 

- common DC policies are too narrow for IC; 

- more public support for DC/IC policies is needed; 

- more cooperation is needed between Dutch government and other DC/IC actors. 

 

Furthermore, academics were approached to add outcomes of scientific research to the 

discussions (e.g. Dr Lau Schulpen invited two researchers who had finished their PhD 
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research on global citizenship). There is more scope for the integration of scientific 

knowledge in policymaking and scientists can be approached to do more research for DGIS.  

 

Participants suggested that a transparent overall timeline with the various meetings in the 

DC sector would be useful. Such an overview should also include targets of meetings, 

feedback loops and links to the ministry. Currently there are separate meetings with little 

overall momentum to support DGIS policy. Perhaps DGIS could have a fixed representation to 

all to guarantee continuity.  

Enhancing cooperation and synergy 

Not only representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs participated in the meetings, but 

also representatives of other Dutch Ministries: the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of 

Agriculture, the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (VROM) and the 

Ministry of Finance. Although Dutch Ministries collaborate in a number of intra-

governmental platforms for IC, discussions and interaction with practitioners and academia 

add value. In that sense, the meetings contributed to further exchanges of information and 

networking. 

 

The meetings also helped to create more intensive contacts and information exchanges 

between the private sector (Unilever, Ahold, TNO) and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The 

private sector indicated that the government should have more flexible and stimulating 

policies which duly recognise the important role of the private sector; not only in terms of 

economic growth but also in terms of creating a society in which the values of our own social 

democratic and guided capitalism society are reflected. Scientists had the opportunity to 

discuss with staff of civil society organisations and policymakers, and repeatedly asked these 

parties to invest more in research. 

 

Many of the participants indicated that they greatly valued the interaction with a wide range 

of people from different backgrounds and that the subsequent networking is important as 

regards working towards a common goal. They indicated the importance of having regular 

discussions at different locations, with active participation such as round tables, in 

combination with drinks and simple food as a way of getting in touch with each other in an 

informal way and on an individual basis. 
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Reactions and evaluation  

Respondents to online questionnaire (total 33) 

 

A Pick your Brains (15.4% represents 9.1% of the total participants of this meeting)  

B Kick-off Conference (7.7% represents 3.2% of the total participants of this meeting) 

C Seminar Governance in fragile states (19.2% represents 11.6% of the total participants of this meeting) 

D Seminar Sustainability and global citizenship (73.1% represents 19.6% of the total participants of this meeting) 

E ISS meeting on how to raise the DC/IC debate to a higher level (11.5 % represents 10.0% of the total participants 

of this meeting) 

Aspects appreciated by the participants („tops‟): 

- Academics, practitioners, private sector and politicians can meet and confront each 

other;  

- Good level of brainstorming (4 May / 30 June);  

- The inter-sectoral participation by participants and the high quality of the speakers and 

speeches; 

- The high quality of the background papers (meetings in 2009); 

- The discussions during the „fragile states‟ meeting seemed to provide a direction DGIS is 

keen to follow, and to link well with current political economy issues on which policy 

actually makes a difference;  

- The authors involved (May/June); 

- Involvement of the WRR in the debate (30 June); 

- Logistical arrangements; 

- Network possibilities. 

Suggestions for improvement („tips‟): 

- A greater focus on changes and results and choice of subject matter. Get the „new‟, or 

„innovative‟ out of the discussions. A more creative approach would have yielded more 

interesting results for the meetings in 2009; 

- Look more for external solutions, network organisations; a broader look instead of an 

internal one;  

- Get the ministry‟s thoughts on various issues raised, in an official statement. Now the 

results seem to be too „up in the air‟, with discussions being too input-oriented; 

- Do not develop biased agendas for meetings: allow a little bit more space;  
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- Keep it practical and simple, do not just debate a topic but show some practical 

examples, and end the conference by providing a sort of platform to enhance more 

cooperation on some themes;  

- The plenary sessions could have been more facilitating and focused (meetings 2009);  

- The meeting largely recycled ongoing business. The problem is not public support 

(„draagvlak‟) but the moral critics of the sector (30 June); 

- More in-depth continuation of discussions on the WRR Report and follow-up (30 June);  

- Do not invite people who are only concerned about their own agendas and/or come 

unprepared;  

- Allow more time for networking, real in-depth debate and for innovative ideas and 

examples. 

Due to the fact that none of the respondents had attended more than one meeting, no 

feedback was provided on the coherence of the meetings. 

Reflection 

The start-up phase of the SNPT trajectory was a challenge. It proved to be rather difficult to 

get a common understanding of the policy theory track and its objectives and of how to 

connect it to the public debates. For that reason a process facilitator with a solid theoretical 

and experiential background, Mr Frans Bieckmann, was hired and the exploratory Pick your 

Brains meeting was organised. DGIS staff were invited to participate in the process and 

heads of departments were duly represented in the thematic working groups. The 

involvement of Mr Bieckmann was valuable especially for the Pick your Brain sessions and his 

two papers were much appreciated because they raised crucial questions and structured the 

discussions.  

Based on the discussions during the Pick your Brains meeting, the two papers were revised 

for the public kick-off meeting in October. Nevertheless this meeting did not generate any 

clear focus and output, mainly because the subject of the first day of this two-day meeting 

(on the policy theory and the foundations of Dutch development assistance policies) proved 

to be too conceptual, abstract and theoretical for many practitioners. This also had an 

impact on the discussions on the next day during which DGIS representatives presented their 

(sub)sectoral/thematic policies. The objective of making the foundations per 

subsectoral/thematic policy explicit was not properly met. Discussions did not go beyond 

the point of the mere policies and did not touch sufficiently on their underlying 

assumptions, norms and values. As already predicted by Mr Bieckmann, discussions with the 

broad public did not add a great deal of value to the previous discussions in small expert 

groups. However, his warning came at a moment that MDF felt it was no longer feasible to 

cancel the kick-off meeting since it had already been announced via numerous media and 

platforms. Thereafter it became clear that making the foundations of Dutch development 

assistance policies explicit, as well as formulating recommendations for their reformulation, 

would not be possible in the setting of public debates. A much more condensed approach, 

with only a limited number of pre-selected experts per theme and subsector would very 

probably have been better. Consequently it was decided that two separate tracks were 
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needed and, for various reasons, Frans Bieckmann unfortunately discontinued his 

involvement. The rest of this process has been already described in the previous sections.  

Learning from the challenges faced in the general meetings of 2009, different actors (DGIS 

staff, academics from different universities, key-persons working for NGOs, authors) were 

approached for the thematic meetings in 2010 to: (i) identify the priority themes for the 

series of debates; (ii) formulate the main topics and draft initial programmes per theme; (iii) 

identify relevant speakers and panel members. This approach definitively helped to provide a 

clearer focus. Furthermore, close collaboration with DGIS staff helped to improve 

participation by DGIS staff and ensure that the presentations were geared more to the aims 

of the seminars. Finally, most of the questions and issues raised in the „working groups‟ (the 

participants were divided into smaller thematic groups during all meetings) with participants 

being encouraged to become more outward looking and think of eye-openers and innovative 

ideas.  

Furthermore, the timing of the publication of the WRR report in January 2010 increased the 

readiness of the sector to engage in a serious debate of the present shortcomings of DC/IC 

policy and the report was therefore used in the thematic seminars as well as for the policy 

theory track. However, waiting for the publication of the report resulted in the suspension of 

the SNPT trajectory and its meetings and debates by almost three months. 

MDF was the lead party in the SNPT process and took responsibility for the setting of the 

objectives and programmes for the meetings, and for the logistical and marketing 

arrangements. The ISS provided technical input for the meetings in 2009 and organised one 

meeting in April 2010 and a series of public debates in response to the publication of the 

WRR report. Vice Versa published four announcements and articles and contributed to the 

marketing and website building. Initially, an online-forum was proposed to stimulate 

informal debates and to create more innovate ideas. Two web facilitators were identified for 

the forum. However, there were a number of difficulties and the forum was therefore 

cancelled. The reasons were (i) the lack of debatable outputs and the confusion created 

during the meetings in 2009 as a result of which there were insufficient statements for a 

meaningful online debate; (ii) the long period without activities between the meetings in 

2009 and 2010; (iii) low interest on the part of the participants to give opinions online; (iv) 

the departure of the webmaster/forum builder from MDF; and (v) the high costs of building 

and maintaining the forum. 

Despite the complexities of this process, it can be concluded that the SNPT trajectory 

contributed to the DPRN objectives and stimulated the debate on DC-related subjects among 

policymakers, scientists and practitioners. This was realised not only through the thematic 

seminars and the ISS meeting but also through the initial meetings on the policy theory and 

foundations of Dutch development assistance policies. Lessons are not only learned from 

positive experiences but also and perhaps even more so from negative experiences, 

mistakes, frustrations and irritations. This is also true of the organisation and facilitation of 

complicated, complex and open ended processes like the Singing a New Policy Tune. 
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Plan for follow-up 

Letter of innovative ideas 

To follow up on the seminar on 30 June, the output of the workshop sessions - which 

focussed on creating innovative ideas and eye-openers for (i) influencing and changing 

behaviour and attitude of Dutch citizens and (ii) to stimulate effective cooperation where 

needed – could be summarised in a letter of innovative ideas. This letter could be sent to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, private sector and development organisations, scientists and 

other key actors.  

This letter could also integrate other key findings and innovative ideas of the „Pick your 

Brains‟ meeting, kick-off seminar, ISS meeting and the seminar „Governance and Fragile 

States‟. This process should be participatory with a draft version of this document being sent 

to all participants, asking them to add new ideas and provide eye-openers for key actors. 

Partos 

Partos has shown interest in the report of the seminar on 30 June. Their committee for 

promoting global citizenship is going to use the report as input for a meeting on this topic 

in October 2010 during which the synergy among actors in DC/IC cooperation will be 

analysed.  

Reports 

The reports will be sent to the participants and they will be asked to asses the seminar 

outcomes critically and use the suggestions and input in their own work environment.  

Policy theory 

Even though there are not yet any conclusive answers to the question of a new policy theory, 

the ISS is going to continue to promote debate on this. 
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Appendix 1– Meeting programmes  

Pick your Brains - 10 September 2009 

12:30  Aankomst, registratie en lunch (1e etage Kofi Annan Corner) 

13:00 Opening - Hans Rijneveld MDF (Zalen VII en VIII) 

13:15 Plenair  

 Toelichting op twee stukken en rol van Frans Bieckmann 

 Wat betekenen de financieel-economische, klimaat & energie, voedsel crisis 

voor de grondslagen van het Nederlandse OS/IS beleid 

 Wat betekent de verschuiving van minder OS naar meer IS voor de 

grondslagen van het Nederlandse OS/ IS beleid 

 Wat zou de centrale doelstelling moeten worden van een toekomstig IS 

beleid? 

 gaat het opstellen van een algemene beleidstheorie samen met 

contextspecifiek werken? 

Vragen & antwoorden (Zalen VII en VIII) 
 

14:00 Werkgroepen:  

 (Zaal IV: Gender en reproductieve gezondheid en rechten) 

 (Zaal V: Duurzaamheid; klimaat & energie en water) 

 (Zaal VI: Economie; groei & verdeling) 

 (Zaal VII: Fragiele staten, vrede en (on)veiligheid) 

 (Zaal IX: Goed bestuur & strijd tegen corruptie)    

16:30 Terugkoppeling uitkomsten van de vijf werkgroepen en rol van DGIS  

17:10 Afsluiting (Zalen VII en VIII) 

17:20 Borrel (Wintertuin) 

 

Kick-off Conference - 1 and 2 October 2009 

Day 1 

10:30  Registratie + koffie (1e etage - Kofi Annan Corner) 

11:00  Opening „Een toekomstperspectief?‟ Hans Rijneveld, directeur MDF Training & 

Consultancy BV en Guus Wattel - Task Force DPRN en DGIS 

kennismanagement (zaal VII en VIII) 

11:15  Panel discussie: Hoe kom je tot beleid? Theorie vs. Praktijk – een debat tussen 

wetenschappers Arjan de Haan (ISS) en Pieter Boele van Hensbroek (RUG); 

politici Eric Smaling (SP) en Marianne Douma (D66) en Herman Mulder 

(voormalig ABN-AMRO) namens het bedrijfsleven. 

(zaal VII en VIII) 

13:00   Lunch (Restaurant) 

14:00  Het denken achter een beleidstheorie - gepresenteerd door Rob Visser  

(zaal VII en VIII) 

14:30  „Van kakafonie naar complexe orde‟ – Audio experiment door  

Heleen van den Hombergh (zaal VII en VIII) 
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15:00  Hoger en lagerhuizen – discussies over kruisverbanden van de deelterreinen 

van het ontwikkelingsbeleid (zaal VII en VIII, zaal IV, zaal IX) 

17:00  Afsluiting & korte inleiding van het programma 2 oktober (zaal VII en VIII) 

17:15  All the Gold - Heleen van den Hombergh Aansluitend tijd voor borrelen 

(Wintertuin) 

19:00   Diner (Restaurant) 

21:00   Avondprogramma 

 

Day 2 

9:30   ReCap 1 oktober - door Herman Mulder (zaal VII en VIII) 

10:00   Thematische werkgroepen – op zoek naar beleidstheorie per thema 

(zaal VII: gender en reproductieve gezondheid en rechten) 

(zaal VIII: economie; groei & verdeling) 

(zaal I: fragiele staten, vrede en (on)veiligheid) 

(zaal IX: goed bestuur & strijd tegen corruptie) 

(zaal IV: klimaat & energie en water) 

13:00   Lunch (Restaurant) 

13:45   „Plaats uw eigen broncode‟ (Entree Hotel de Bosrand) 

14:30   Presentaties van de thematische werkgroepen (zaal VII en VIII) 

15:30  Afsluitende woorden door Henk Molenaar en Hans Rijneveld (zaal VII en VIII) 

 

Hoe tillen we het ontwikkelingsdebat naar een hoger niveau ? - 22 April 2010  

9:00  Koffie 

9:30  Opening en introducties (door Louk de la Rive Box, Frans Bieckmann en Henk 

Molenaar 

9:45  Vissenkom 1 : Global Public Goods en beleids-coherentie 

10:15  Vissenkom 2 : Bilaterale benaderingen in de 21e eeuw 

10:45  Koffie 

11:15  Vissenkom 3 : Dragers van IS nieuwe stijl 

11:45  Vissenkom 4: Kennis Voor Ontwikkeling 

12:15  Afsluiting (door Frans Bieckmann, Arjan de Haan en Peter van Lieshout) 

 

Governance in fragile states. Is the selection of intervention channels based on the context 

of fragile states? - 4 May 2010  

10:00  Arrival & coffee (1st floor, Hotel de Bosrand) 

10:30   Welcome and introduction (VII/ VIII) 

10:40  Presentation by Seth Kaplan & time for questions and answers  

11:00 Presentation by Ronald Wormgoor - „Peace Building and Stabilisation Unit' of 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

11:40  Panel: reflection & introduction of fragile states  

12:00  Dialogue with public 

13:15  Lunch (Restaurant Hotel de Bosrand) 

14:15  Introduction of working groups (VII/ VIII) 
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14:30  Working group 1 (zaal V) 

Working group 2 (zaal VI) 

Working group 3 (zaal VII) 

Working group 4 (zaal VIII) 

16:00  Reflection of working groups 

16:30  Time for a drink & networking (Wintertuin) 

 

Sustainability and global citizenship - 30 June 2010 

10:00  Aankomst 

10:30  Opening door Jan Donner, Voorzitter van de DPRN Task Force 

10:45 Lezing & boek launch „Verloren in wanorde‟ door auteur Karel van Kesteren 

(Ambassadeur te Bulgarije) en reactie van Peter van Lieshout (WRR) 

11:30 Paneldiscussie over de vraag: Leiden draagvlakactiviteiten tot aantoonbare 

gedragsveranderingen en mondiaal burgerschap en hoe kunnen we draagvlak 

verbreden voor meer duurzaamheid? 

 Hans Beerends (oprichter Wereld Winkels) 

 Dorothé Appels (COS Nederland) 

 Margreet van der Pijl (1% club) 

 Ineke Bakker (Oikos) 

 Ton Waarts (Dignity International en SAMAH) 

 Erin Troost (Deli XL) 

 Nathalie Eilander (ZOA) 

 Peggy van Schijndel (NCDO) 

 Eveline Raijmans (Tony‟s factory) 

12:45  Lunch 

13:45 Pleidooi voor een rechtvaardiger Mondiaal bestel door Ton Waarts, (Dignity 

International en SAMAH) 

14:00 Presentatie „draagvlakbeleid‟, door Sheila Karwal (Ministerie van Buitenlandse 

Zaken, Directie Voorlichting en Communicatie) 

14:15 Werkgroepen: leidt minder versnippering tot meer draagvlak & duurzaamheid?  

16:00 Terugblik op de werkgroepen 

16:25 Sluiting door Alexander Kohnstamm (Partos) en Hans Rijneveld (MDF)  

16:30 Borrel 
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Appendix 2 – List of participants 

Pick your Brains 

Participants Organisation Email 

1. Mr Robert Lensink RUG  b.w.lensink [at] rug.nl 

2. Mr Pieter Boele van Hensbroek RUG p.boele [at] rug.nl  

3. Ms Hedwig Siewertsen  Triodos Facet h.siewertsen [at] triodosfacet.nl 

4. Mr Mirco Goudriaan Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken mirco.goudriaan [at] minbuza.nl 

5. Mr Bert van Geel OESO lpm-van.geel [at] minbuza.nl 

6. Mr Hans Rijneveld MDF hr [at] mdf.nl 

7. Mr Arjan de Haan ISS dehaan [at] iss.nl 

8. Mr Frans Bieckmann The Broker fbieckmann [at] chello.nl 

9. Ms Geske Dijkstra Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam dijkstra [at] fsw.eur.nl 

10. Mr Jan Lock Woord en Daad j.lock [at] woordendaad.nl 

11. Mr Jan Wester TNT/ Oxfam jan.wester [at] tno.nl 

12. Mr Mark Timmermans EVD timmermans [at] evd.nl  

13. Ms Duijvestijn  Marjon van Schaik Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken daf [at] minbuza.nl 

14. Mr Martin Koper  Hans Knijnenburg Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken daf [at] minbuza.nl 

15. Mr Rob Visser Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken robvisser44 [at] gmail.com 

16. Ms Marianne Douma Bestuur Platform Internatonale Zaken D66 m.douma [at] ziggo.nl 

17. Ms Aysel Sabahoglu Groenlinks wetenschappelijke bureau asabahoglu [at] groenlinks.nl 

18. Mr JG Siccama Ministerie van defensie jg.siccama [at] mindef.nl 

19. Mr Sjaak Duine Werkgroep Economische Wederopbouw Afghanistan duine [at] vno-ncw.nl  

20. Mr Paul Meijs Management Consultant pmj.meijs [at] ziggo.nl 

21. Mr Hans Wesseling Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken hans.wesseling [at] minbuza.nl 

22. Mr Wil Hout Institute for Social Studies hout [at] iss.nl 

23. Mr Jan Gruiters IKV Pax Christi gruiters [at] ikvpaxchristi.nl 

24. Mr Leon Willems Press Now info [at] pressnow.nl 

25. Mr Stefan Schoofs  Clingendael Institute sschoofs [at] clingendael.nl 

26. Ms Jeanette kloosterman Oxfam Novib jeanette.kloosterman [at] oxfamnovib.nl 

27. Ms Marjon Reiziger MFG Advies marjon [at] mfgadvies.nl 

mailto:B.W.Lensink@rug.nl
mailto:p.boele@rug.nl
mailto:hr@mdf.nl
mailto:jg.siccama@mindef.nl
mailto:Jeanette.Kloosterman@oxfamnovib.nl
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28. Mr Jan Reynders Jan Reynders Consultancy reynders.jan [at] net.hcc.nl 

29. Ms Ella de Voogd Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken ella-de.voogd [at] minbuza.nl 

30. Mr Robert Dijksterhuis Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken robert.dijksterhuis [at] minbuza.nl 

31. Ms Carlien Scheele Coordinerend departement voor vrouwenemancipatie c.scheele [at] minocw.nl 

32. Ms Evelijne Bruning Vice Versa evelijnebruning [at] yahoo.co.uk 

33. Ms Noortje Verhart KIT n.verhart [at] kit.nl 

34. Mr Jacques de Jong Clingendael Institute jjong [at] clingendael.nl 

35. Ms Katinka Eikelenboom Groenlinks wetenschappelijke bureau keikelenboom [at] groenlinks.nl 

36. Mr Aart van der Horst Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken aart-vander.horst [at] minbuza.nl 

37. Mr Frank van der Linde Fairfood International frank.vanderlinde [at] fairfood.org 

38. Joren Ellenbroek Aidenvironment jellenbroek [at] yahoo.com 

39. Mr Dick van Blitterswijk (senior) trainer/consultant bl [at] mdf.nl 

40. Mr Teun van Dijk (senior) trainer/consultant td [at] mdf.nl 

41. Ms Wilma Bobbink trainer/consultant wi [at] mdf.nl 

42. Ms Ellen Tijkotte trainer/consultant ti [at] mdf.nl 

43. Ms Louke Koopmans Coordinator ko [at] mdf.nl 

44. Mr Kees van de Zanden (senior) trainer/consultant kz [at] mdf.nl 

45. Ms Heleen Reedijk (senior) trainer/consultant he [at] mdf.nl 

46. Ms Hadewijch Klaassen trainer/consultant kl [at] mdf.nl 

 

mailto:bl@mdf.nl
mailto:td@mdf.nl
mailto:wi@mdf.nl
mailto:ti@mdf.nl
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Kick-off Conference  

Name Organisation Email 

1. Mr Jurrien Toonen KIT j.toonen [at] kit.nl 

2. Ms Heleen van den Hombergh IUCN heleen.vandenhombergh [at] iucn.nl 

3. Ms Irene Frieling Interface for Cycling Expertise irene.frieling [at] cycling.nl 

4. Ms Lydia Brewster PLOS lybre25 [at] hotmail.com 

5. Ms Ammarens Bruggenkamp FMO a.bruggenkamp [at] fmo.nl 

6. Mr Herman Mulder World connector mrhermanmulder [at] gmail.com 

7. Ms Christina de Vries IC Consultant christina.de.vries [at] icco.nl 

8. Ms Jasmin Beverwijk CIDIN j.beverwijk [at] maw.ru.nl 

9. Mr Pim Verhallen ICCO pim.verhallen [at] icco.nl 

10. Mr Jan Lock Woord en Daad l.vis [at] woordendaad.nl 

11. Mr Egide Maassen VU e.maassen [at] dienst.vu.nl 

12. Mr Ton de Klerk Nedworc klerkton [at] xs4all.nl 

13. Ms Anja Wouters Impact anja [at] anjawouters.eu 

14. Ms Evelijne Bruning Vice Versa evelijnebruning [at] yahoo.co.uk 

15. Mr Sander Verduijn Woord en Daad p.j.a.verduijn [at] woordendaad.nl 

16. Ms Joke Oranje Oranje Consult joke [at] oranjeconsult.com 

17. Ms Kim de Vries DPRN kim.devries [at] dprn.nl 

18. Ms Maaike Blom Blom Puur Advies maaike.blom [at] telfort.nl 

19. Mr Henk Jochemsen Prisma hjochemsen [at] prismaweb.org 

20. Ms Jolein Baidenmann Ned. Vrouwen Raad j.baidenmann [at] de-nvr.nl 

21. Ms Maud van den Meiracker Consultant maudvandenmeiracker [at] yahoo.com 

22. Ms Verona Grovermann Verona Groverman Consultancy verona [at] groverman.nl 

23. Ms Willemijn Verkoren CICAM w.verkoren [at] fm.ru.nl  

24. Mr Kees Zevenbergen ConsultInq nomade [at] xs4all.nl 

25. Mr Pieter Rop Rijnconsult pieter.rop [at] rijnconsult.nl 

26. Ms Marjolein Veldman Marokkofonds m.veldman [at] marokkofonds.nl  

27. Mr Wiet Janssen Ontwikkelingshulp Anders wietjanssen [at] gmail.com  

28. Mr Stefan van Laar HealthNet TPO stefan [at] healthnettpo.org 

29. Ms Henriette Hettinga ECDPM hh [at] ecdpm.org 

mailto:j.toonen@kit.nl
mailto:heleen.vandenhombergh@iucn.nl
mailto:irene.frieling@cycling.nl
mailto:lybre25@hotmail.com
mailto:a.bruggenkamp@fmo.nl
mailto:mrhermanmulder@gmail.com
mailto:christina.de.vries@icco.nl
mailto:j.beverwijk@maw.ru.nl
mailto:pim.verhallen@icco.nl
mailto:l.vis@woordendaad.nl
mailto:e.maassen@dienst.vu.nl
mailto:klerkton@xs4all.nl
mailto:anja@anjawouters.eu
mailto:evelijnebruning@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:p.j.a.verduijn@woordendaad.nl
mailto:joke@oranjeconsult.com
mailto:kim.devries@dprn.nl
mailto:maaike.blom@telfort.nl
mailto:hjochemsen@prismaweb.org
mailto:j.baidenmann@de-nvr.nl
mailto:verona@groverman.nl
mailto:nomade@xs4all.nl
mailto:pieter.rop@rijnconsult.nl
mailto:wietjanssen@gmail.com
mailto:stefan@healthnettpo.org
mailto:hh@ecdpm.org
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30. Mr Marcel Hagens Axuda Insurance m.hagens [at] axudainsurance.com 

31. Mr Marco Verschuur Van Hall Larenstein marco.verschuur [at] wur.nl 

32. Mr Johan van Dijk ISS vandijk [at] iss.nl 

33. Ms Nicolette Koopman Ministerie LNV n.d.l.koopman [at] minlnv.nl 

34. Ms Marije Severs  WOTRO m.severs [at] nwo.nl 

35. Mr Jur Schuurman Agriterra schuurman [at] agriterra.org 

36. Mr Max van der Sleen Ecorys max.vandersleen [at] ecorys.com 

37. Mr Rob Visser Wetenschapper robvisser44 [at] gmail.com 

38. Ms Annemiek Tuinhof Moed UVA atuinhofdemoed [at] hotmail.com 

39. Ms Koen Yap Nuffic kyap [at] nuffic.nl 

40. Mr Pieter Boele van Hensbroek RUG p.boele [at] rug.nl 

41. Mr Frans Bieckmann The Broker fbieckmann [at] chello.nl 

42. Mr Hans Rijneveld MDF hr [at] mdf.nl 

43. Mr Wil Hout Institute for Social Studies hout [at] iss.nl 

44. Mr Arjan de Haan Institute for Social Studies dehaan [at] iss.nl 

45. Mr Henk Molenaar NWO  h.molenaar [at] nwo.nl 

46. Mr Eric Smaling Eerste kamer SP e.smaling [at] eerstekamer.nl 

47. Ms Marianne Douma Bestuursgroep D66 m.douma [at] ziggo.nl 

48. Mr Marcel van den Bogaard Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken mf-vanden.bogaard [at] minbuza.nl 

49. Ms Kiran Baldewsing Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken kiran.baldewsing [at] minbuza.nl 

50. Mr Guus Wattel Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken at.wattel [at] minbuza.nl 

51. Ms Reina Buijs  Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken reina.buijs [at] minbuza.nl 

52. Mr Robert Dijksterhuis Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken robert.dijksterhuis [at] minbuza.nl 

53. Mr Maarten van den Bosch Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken maarten-vanden.bosch [at] minbuza.nl 

54. Ms Tineke Roholl Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken tineke.roholl [at] minbuza.nl 

55. Mr Tjalling Dijkstra Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken tjalling.dijkstra [at] minbuza.nl 

56. Mr Ton Lansink Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken ton.lansink [at] minbuza.nl 

57. Mr Hans Wesseling Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken hans.wesseling [at] minbuza.nl 

58. Mr Dick van Blitterswijk (senior) trainer/consultant bl [at] mdf.nl 

59. Mr Teun van Dijk (senior) trainer/consultant td [at] mdf.nl 

60. Ms Jeanette Martin trainer/consultant jm [at] mdf.nl 

61. Ms Ellen Tijkotte trainer/consultant ti [at] mdf.nl 

mailto:m.hagens@axudainsurance.com
mailto:marco.verschuur@wur.nl
mailto:vandijk@iss.nl
mailto:n.d.l.koopman@minlnv.nl
mailto:m.severs@nwo.nl
mailto:schuurman@agriterra.org
mailto:robvisser44@gmail.com
mailto:kyap@nuffic.nl
mailto:p.boele@rug.nl
mailto:fbieckmann@chello.nl
mailto:hr@mdf.nl
mailto:hout@iss.nl
mailto:dehaan@iss.nl
mailto:h.molenaar@nwo.nl
mailto:e.smaling@eerstekamer.nl
mailto:m.douma@ziggo.nl
mailto:mf-vanden.bogaard@minbuza.nl
mailto:kiran.baldewsing@minbuza.nl
mailto:at.wattel@minbuza.nl
mailto:reina.buijs@minbuza.nl
mailto:robert.dijksterhuis@minbuza.nl
mailto:Tineke.roholl@minbuza.nl
mailto:ton.lansink@minbuza.nl
mailto:hans.wesseling@minbuza.nl
mailto:bl@mdf.nl
mailto:td@mdf.nl
mailto:jm@mdf.nl
mailto:ti@mdf.nl
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62. Mr Sam Boering  Dag facilitator sb [at] mdf.nl 

63. Ms Louke Koopmans Coordinator ko [at] mdf.nl 

64. Ms Hadewijch Klaassen trainer/consultant kl [at] mdf.nl 

65. Mr Jaap Meijers Vice Versa jaap [at] eerlijkemedia.nl 

 

mailto:sb@mdf.nl
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ISS meeting (April) 

Surname Name Organisation E-mail Sector 

Bieckmann Frans  The Broker  fbieckmann[at]chello.nl Press 

Biekart Kees Institute of Social Studies biekart[at]iss.nl Research and education 

Brouwer Maarten BuZA maartenbrouwer[at]minbuza.nl Ministry 

Brouwers Ria Institute of Social Studies brouwers[at]iss.nl Research and education 

Bruggeman Hedwig Agri Profocus hbruggeman[at]agri-profocus.nl Agricultural development 

van de Gronden Johan World Wildlife Fund jgronden[at]wnf.nl NGO 

Grotenhuis Renee Cordaid Rene.grotenhuis[at]cordaid.nl NGO 

Gruiters Jan IKV Pax Christi jgruit[at]xs4all.nl NGO 

de Haan Arjan Institute of Social Studies dehaan[at]iss.nl Research and education 

De Haan Leo Institute of Social Studies rector[at]iss.nl Research and education 

van der Hoeven Rolph Institute of Social Studies hoeven[at]iss.nl Research and education 

Hout Wil Institute of Social Studies hout[at]iss.nl Research and education 

Jochemsen Henk Prisma hjochemsen[at]prismaweb.org NGO 

Junne Gerd  University of Amsterdam G.C.A.Junne[at]uva.nl Research and education 

Kinsbergen Sara University of Utrecht S.Kinsbergen[at]maw.ru.nl Research and education 

Molenaar Henk N.W.O. h.molenaar[at]nwo.nl Research 

Mulder Herman World Connector mrhermanmulder[at]gmail.com Private sector 

Nijman Janne  University of Amsterdam J.E.Nijman[at]uva.nl Research and education 

Pronk Jan Institute of Social Studies pronk[at]iss.nl, pronk333[at]planet.nl Research and education 

Rijniers Jeroen Ministry of agriculture j.rijniers[at]minlnv.nl Ministry 

de la Rive Box Louk  Institute of Social Studies rector[at]iss.nl Research and education 

Smaling Eric Eerste kamer esmaling[at]tiscali.nl National politics 

Umans Laurent Ministry of Foreign Affairs Laurent.umans[at]minbuza.nl Ministry 

te Velde Johan PSO velde[at]pso.nl NGO 

de Wal Marieke  mdewal[at]upcmail.nl  

Willems Leon Press Now Leon.Willems[at]pressnow.nl Press 

Zevenbergen Kees  nomade[at]xs4all.nl Consulting 

mailto:Velde@pso.nl
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Seminar – Governance in fragile states  

 Surname Name Organisation Sector E-mail 

1 Ariëns Hans  NCDO/ IS vakblad Practice h.ariens [at] ncdo.nl 

2 Bakker Niek  MDF Practice nb [at] mdf.nl 

3 Beek, van der Marianne  Consultant Private kailash4 [at] yahoo.co.uk 

4 Benjamin Emmanuel A.  Government of Southern Sudan Liaison Office Policy e.a.benjamin [at] goss-brussels.org 

5 Bökkerink Sasja  Oxfam Novib Practice sasja.bokkerink [at] oxfamnovib.nl  

6 Briscoe Ivan  Clingendael Practice ibriscoe [at] clingendael.nl 

7 Claessen Anique  VNG International Policy anique.claessen [at] vng.nl 

8 Douma Marianne  Oxfam Novib Practice m.douma [at] ziggo.nl 

9 Groof, de Melanie  Maastricht Universiteit  Science melanie.degroof [at] maastrichtuniversity.nl 

10 Haagsma Reinanke  MDF Practice rha [at] mdf.nl 

11 Holtland Gerrit  Afghanistan Specialist Private gerrit [at] ctrt.nl 

12 Kampherbeek Ronald  NCDO Practice r.kampherbeek [at] ncdo.nl 

13 Kaplan Seth  Specialist/ writer Other seth [at] sethkaplan.org 

14 Karimi Farah  Oxfam Novib Practice annemiek.snoodijk [at] oxfamnovib.nl 

15 Klerk, de Ton  RRD Consultancies Private klerkton [at] xs4all.nl 

16 Klinkenberg Stan  Save the Children Practice stan.klinkenberg [at] savethechildren.nl 

17 Lai Suying  Oxfam Novib Practice suying.lai [at] oxfamnovib.nl 

18 Landu Lema  Stichting Talentueux KAST Practice info [at] kast-international.com 

19 Mbikayi Paul  Congo network Practice mbikayi40 [at] zonnet.nl 

20 Miranda, de Anouk  Gender Issues International Practice  projob [at] upcmail.nl  

21 Munters Paul  Munters Consulting Private paul.munters [at] muntersconsulting.nl 

22 Musch Arne  VNG International Policy arne.musch [at] vng.nl 

23 Nikiema Ouindinda  Nuffic Practice onikiema [at] nuffic.nl 

24 Nyaba Keni  Government of Southern Sudan Liaison Office Policy keninyaba [at] goss-brussels.com 

25 Pieper Ivet  Context Private ip [at] developmenttraining.org 

26 Roefs Jeanne  Zelfstandige Private jroefs [at] xs4all.nl 

27 Ruyssenaars Jan  People Building Peace NL Practice janruyssenaars [at] antenna.nl 

28 Seesink Kemi  Wetlands international Practice kemi.seesink [at] wetlands.org 

29 Solberg Kim  Spark Practice k.solberg [at] spark-online.org 

mailto:NB@mdf.nl
mailto:rha@mdf.nl
mailto:annemiek.snoodijk@oxfamnovib.nl
mailto:projob@upcmail.nl
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30 Tijkotte Ellen  MDF Practice ti [at] mdf.nl 

31 Toonen Koen  MDF Practice kto [at] mdf.nl 

32 Troquete-Hermans Emmy  Ministerie van Defensie Policy ejm.hermans [at] mindef.nl 

33 Veen, van der Remco  Cordaid Practice rve [at] cordaid.nl 

34 Verbeek Dagmar  VNG International Policy dagmar.verbeek [at] vng.nl 

35 Vijfhuizen Carin  Nuffic Practice cvijfhuizen [at] nuffic.nl 

36 Vries Eva de  Lokaal Mondiaal/ Vice Versa Other eva.vries.de [at] gmail.com 

37 Wesseling Hans  Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken Policy hans.wesseling [at] minbuza.nl 

38 Willems Leon  Press Now Practice leon.willems [at] pressnow.nl 

39 Winden, van der Bob  BW support Private bob [at] bwsupport.nl 

40 Zanen Sjoerd  MDF Practice sz [at] mdf.nl 

41 Zuyderduyn Mike  MDF Practice zu [at] mdf.nl 

42 Uzelac Ana Care Practice uzelac [at] carenederland.org 

mailto:TI@mdf.nl
mailto:KTO@mdf.nl
mailto:hans.wesseling@minbuza.nl
mailto:SZ@mdf.nl
mailto:zu@mdf.nl
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Seminar Sustainability & global citizenship 

 Naam Organisatie Sector E-mailadres 

 1.  Appels, Dorothe COS Practice d.appels [at] cosnederland.nl 

2.  Atsma, Klaas The Coalition 

Factory 

Practice klaasatsma [at] casema.nl 

3.  Bakker, Ineke Oikos Practice i.bakker [at] stichtingoikos.nl 

4.  Batyreva, Yrina BMB Mott 

MacDonald 

Private iryna.batyreva [at] mottmac.nl 

5.  Beek, Marianne van Consultant Practice kailash4 [at] yahoo.co.uk 

6.  Beerends, Hans  Wereldwinkels Practice beere465 [at] planet.nl 

  7.  Berg, Sylvia van den Wilde Ganzen Practice sylvia [at] wildeganzen.nl 

8.  Bode, Sanne NCDO Practice s.bode [at] ncdo.nl 

  9.  Boersma, Carin Oxfam Novib Practice carin.boersma [at] oxfamnovib.nl 

10.  Broere, Marc Vice Versa Practice marc [at] lokaalmondiaal.net 

11.  Claessen, Anique VNG Practice anique.claessen [at] vng.nl 

12.  Cuijpers, Joep CERC Practice cerc [at] xs4all.nl 

  13.  Damen, Lianne KIT Science l.damen [at] kit.nl  

  14.  Donner, Jan KIT Practice j.donner [at] kit.nl 

  15.  Eilander, Nathalie ZOA Practice n.eilander [at] zoa.nl 

  16.  Engelen, Anton van Consultant Practice mbogomaji [at] yahoo.com 

17.  Frey, Erika Cordaid Practice erika.frey [at] cordaid.nl 

18.  Frieling, Irene I-CE Practice irene.frieling [at] cycling.nl 

19.  Gosens, Elsbeth SOG Private elsbethgosens [at] ziggo.nl 

20.  Graaf, Pim de Healthmatch Practice graaf [at] healthmatch.nl 

21.  Gruppen, Pieternel IS Practice p.gruppen [at] ncdo.nl 

  22.  Haagsma, Reinanke MDF Practice rha [at] mdf.nl 

  23.  Harreveld, Alexandra van Rijks Universiteit Science ahvanha [at] yahoo.co.uk 

24.  Hart, Marieke Context Practice mh [at] developmenttraining.org 

25.  Hassing, Paul MinBuza Policy hastro [at] xs4all.nl 

  26.  Heide, Wilma van der Habitat Practice w.vanderheide [at] habitat.nl 

27.  Hofland, Petri Edukans Practice petri [at] edukans.nl 

  28.  Holtslag, Henk Connect 

International 

Practice holtslag.dapper [at] kpnmail.nl 

29.  Juffermans, Janneke Vice Versa Practice jannekejuffermans [at] hotmail.com 

mailto:beere465@planet.nl
mailto:sylvia@wildeganzen.nl
mailto:carin.boersma@oxfamnovib.nl
mailto:cerc@xs4all.nl
mailto:n.eilander@zoa.nl
mailto:mbogomaji@yahoo.com
mailto:Erika.Frey@cordaid.nl
mailto:irene.frieling@cycling.nl
mailto:ElsbethGosens@ziggo.nl
mailto:rha@mdf.nl
mailto:ahvanha@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:mh@developmenttraining.org
mailto:hastro@xs4all.nl
mailto:w.vanderheide@habitat.nl
mailto:petri@edukans.nl
mailto:holtslag.dapper@kpnmail.nl
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30.  Jansen, Cora Consultant Private oomen976 [at] planet.nl 

  31.  Kamm, Moniek COS Gelderland Practice m.kamm [at] cosgelderland.nl 

32.  Kampherbeek, Ronald NCDO Practice r.kampherbeek [at] ncdo.nl 

33.  Karwal, Sheila MinBuza Policy sk.karwal [at] minbuza.nl 

34.  Kesteren, Karel  MinBuza Policy kvkesteren15 [at] hotmail.com 

35.  Keulemans, Shelena CIDIN Science s.keulemans [at] maw.ru.nl  

36.  Klaassen, Hadewijch MDF Practice kl [at] mdf.nl 

  37.  Klarenbeek, Mildred Edukans Practice mk [at] edukans.nl 

  38.  Kohnstamm, Alexander Partos Practice ak [at] partos.nl 

  39.  Koopmans, Louke MDF Practice ko [at] mdf.nl 

  40.  Kriek, Elisa VISTA Project Policy elisakriek [at] gmail.com 

41.  Kuik, Christine van  Student Science christine.vankuik [at] laposte.net 

42.  Kuijpers, Maarten PI Wijzer Practice maarten [at] piwijzer.nl 

  43.  Leeuwen, Marie-Anne van Hivos Practice m.van.leeuwen [at] hivos.nl 

44.  Lieshout, Peter van WRR Policy lieshout [at] wrr.nl 

  45.  Lock, Riek RÍEK Practice riek [at] rieklock.nl 

  46.  Looij, Hendrik Edukans Practice henrik [at] edukans.nl 

  47.  Marres, Pieter MinBuza Policy pjt.marres [at] minbuza.nl 

48.  Molenaar, Rina Woord en Daad Practice r.m.molenaar [at] woordendaad.nl 

49.  Mueller, Alexander A+A Practice alexander_m_mueller [at] hotmail.com 

50.  Munters, Paul Munters Consulting  Private paul.munters [at] muntersconsulting.nl 

51.  Nigten, Vanessa WRR Science nigten [at] wrr.nl 

  52.  Norel, Jan Gerrit van CNV Internationaal Private j.vannorel [at] cnv.nl 

  53.  Oostveen, Kim My Tree house Private kim.oostveen [at] gmail.com 

54.  Otterloo, Hans van Consultant Private hans [at] otterloo.net 

  55.  Pijl, Margreet van der  1% club Practice margreet [at] 1procentclub.nl 

56.  Raijmans, Evelijne Tony's factory Private eveline [at] chocolonely.com 

57.  Reijnen, Judith Camfil Private judith.reijnen [at] camfil.nl 

58.  Rheenen, Willem van Nedworc Practice willemvrh [at] zonnet.nl 

  59.  Rijneveld, Hans MDF Practice hr [at] mdf.nl 

  60.  Roefs, Jeanne Consultant Private jroefs [at] xs4all.nl 

  61.  Ros-Tonen, Mirjam DPRN Science mirjam.ros [at] dprn.nl 

mailto:m.kamm@cosgelderland.nl
mailto:R.Kampherbeek@ncdo.nl
mailto:s.keulemans@maw.ru.nl
mailto:kl@mdf.nl
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mailto:jroefs@xs4all.nl
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62.  Ruyssenaars, Jan People Building 

Peace 

Practice janruyssenaars [at] antenna.nl 

63.  Schijndel, Peggy van NCDO Practice p.vanschijndel [at] ncdo.nl 

64.  Schiphorst, Christel Agri-ProFocus Practice cschiphorst [at] agri-profocus.nl 

65.  Schoorlemmer, Lucre Consultant Private lschoorlemmer [at] hotmail.com 

66.  Schuil, Gerard 

 

 

 

ICCO Practice gerhard.schuil [at] impulsis.nl 

67.  Schulpen, Lau CIDIN Science l.schulpen [at] maw.ru.nl  

68.  Shafiq, Qader COS Gelderland Practice q.shafiq [at] cosgelderland.nl 

69.  Smeets, Anneke COS Gelderland Practice anneke_smeets [at] hotmail.com 

70.  Spil, Erika Wereld Winkels Practice espil [at] wereldwinkels.nl 

71.  Stoffers, Wim Oxfam Novib Practice wim.stoffers [at] oxfamnovib.nl 

72.  Souren, Ingrid Utrecht University Science i.f.w.m.souren [at] students.uu.nl 

73.  Steur, Klaas MDF Practice ks [at] mdf.nl 

  74.  Swart, Martine Plan Nederland Practice martien.swart [at] plannederland.nl 

75.  Tijkotte, Ellen MDF Practice ti [at] mdf.nl 

  76.  Timmerman, Floor Warner Strategy & 

Fundraising 

Practice timmerman [at] wsfr.nl 

  77.  Troost, Erin Deli XL Private erin.troost [at] delixl.nl 

  78.  Velde, Johan te 

 

 

 

PSO Practice velde [at] pso.nl 

 

 

  

79.  Ven, Willem-Jan van der World Servants Practice willem-jan [at] worldservants.nl 

80.  Waarts, Ton Samah Policy waarts [at] xs4all.nl 

  81.  Wijk, Gabe van Nationale Jeugd 

Raad 

Practice gabevanwijk [at] hotmail.com 

 

 
 

mailto:P.vanSchijndel@ncdo.nl
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mailto:lschoorlemmer@hotmail.com
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Appendix 3 – Background papers 

Bieckmann, Frans, De broncode revisited („The source code revisited‟), August 2009 

Bieckmann, Frans, Naar een onderbouwd IS Policy („Towards a substantiated IC policy‟), 

August 2009  

Rijneveld, Hans en Tijkotte, Ellen, Een wereld van verschil; een zaak van iedereen? 

Ontwikkelingssamenwerkingbeleid van Pronk tot Koenders, March 2010

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200908-broncode-revisited
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200908-naar-onderbouwd-is-beleid
http://www.dprn.nl/publications/udb/paper.pdf
http://www.dprn.nl/publications/udb/paper.pdf
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Appendix 4 – Background literature 

Adviesraad internationale vraagstukken (AIV), Ontwikkelingssamenwerking: nut en noodzaak 

van draagvlak, Den Haag, 2009 

Alesina, Alberto, and David Dollar, 2000, „Who Gives Foreign Aid to Whom and Why?‟ Journal 

of Economic Growth, Vol.5, No.1, pp.33-63. 

Borgh, Chris van, Post-war peace building: what role for international organizations – in: 

WRR (Kremer, Lieshout, Went) Doing Good or Doing Better, Amsterdam University Press, 

2009 

Colebach, H.K, Policy, 2nd edition, Concepts in Social Sciences, Open University Press, 2002  

Ferrier, Kathleen en Geel, Pieter van, Van hulp naar investeren, ontwikkelingssamenwerking 

in toekomstgericht perspectief, CDA Tweede Kamerfractie, 2009 

de Haan, Arjan, How the Aid Industry Works. An Introduction to International Development, 

Kumarian Press, 2009 

INSID, Planet first, Nieuwe prioriteiten vanwege de natuurlijke grenzen aan wat de aarde ons 

te bieden heeft, Amsterdam 2009 

Inspectie ontwikkelingssamenwerking en Policysevaluatie (IOB), Draagvlakonderzoek : 

evalueerbaarheid en resultaten, Den Haag: Ministerie van buitenlandse zaken, 2009 

Kaplan, Seth, Fixing Fragile States: A New Paradigm for Development, Praeger, 2008 

Kesteren, Karel van,Verloren in Wanorde – Dertig jaar ontwikkelingssamenwerking, een 

persoonlijk relaas, Amsterdam, KIT Publishers, 2010 

Kinsbergen, Sara; Schulpen, Lau, De anatomie van het PI : resultaten van vijf jaar onderzoek 

naar particuliere initiatieven op het terrein van ontwikkelingssamenwerking, Amsterdam, 

(NCDO), 2010 

Lancaster, Carol,Foreign Aid. Diplomacy, Development, Domestic Politics. Chicago and 

London: The University of Chicago Press, 2007 

Lieshout, Kremer, Went, Minder pretentie, meer ambitie: ontwikkelingshulp die verschil 

maakt, WRR, Amsterdam university press, 2010 

Moyo, Dambisa, Dead Aid. Why Aid is Not Working and How there is Another Way for Africa, 

Penguin, London, 2009. 

Riddell, Roger C., Does Foreign Aid Really Work?, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007. 

Riddell, Roger C., “Is Aid Working? Is This the Right Question to Be Asking?”, Democracy, 

2009, 20 November (www.opendemocracy.net, accessed 23/11/2009). 

Wal, Marieke de, Een sector onder vuur: ontwikkelingssamenwerkingsorganisaties en hun 

strategieën in een veranderende wereld, Amsterdam, KIT, 2009 

http://www.opendemocracy.net/
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Appendix 5 – Policy papers 

Ministry for Development Cooperation, Internationale Samenwerking 2.0: agenda voor 

moderne armoedebestrijding, Speech delivered at the University of Amsterdam November 

2008, Toespraak moderniseringsagenda 2.0 [Dutch]  

Ministry for Development Cooperation, Een Zaak van Iedereen: beleidsnotitie 

Ontwikkelingssamenwerking 2007-2011 [Dutch] 

Ministry for Development Cooperation, De broncodes van het OS beleid: articulatie van een 

beleidstheorie Ontwikkelingssamenwerking, 2006 [Dutch] 

Theme: Gender en reproductieve gezondheid en rechten  

Ministry for Development Cooperation Keuzes en Kansen - Policysnotitie HIV/aids en 

seksuele en reproductieve gezondheid en rechten (srgr) in het buitenlands Policy 2008 

[Dutch] 

Theme: Duurzaamheid; klimaat, energie en water 

Ministry for Development Cooperation, Policysnotitie Milieu en Hernieuwbare Energie, 2008 

[Dutch] 

Theme: Fragiele staten, vrede en (on)veiligheid 

Ministry for Development Cooperation, Veiligheid en ontwikkeling in fragiele staten, 2008 

[Dutch]  

Theme: Goed bestuur en strijd tegen corruptie 

Ministry for Development Cooperation The SGACA experience, 2008 

Theme: global citizenship 

Ministry for Development Cooperation, Kamerbrief mei 2009 - 

http://www.minbuza.nl/nl/Actueel/Kamerstukken/2009/05/Kamerbrief_over_moderniserin

g_draagvlak_ontwikkelingssamenwerking [Dutch] 

http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/20081108-moderniseringsagenda
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200710-policy-note-2007-2011
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200602-broncodes-os-beleid
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200602-broncodes-os-beleid
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200811-keuzes-en-kansen
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200811-keuzes-en-kansen
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/20080910-milieu-en-hernieuwbare-energie
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/200811-fragiele-staten
http://www.singinganewpolicytune.nl/background/2008-the-sgaca-experience
http://www.minbuza.nl/nl/Actueel/Kamerstukken/2009/05/Kamerbrief_over_modernisering_draagvlak_ontwikkelingssamenwerking
http://www.minbuza.nl/nl/Actueel/Kamerstukken/2009/05/Kamerbrief_over_modernisering_draagvlak_ontwikkelingssamenwerking
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Appendix 6 – Articles in Vice Versa 
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